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A watershed is a marvelous thing to consider: this process of rain falling, 
streams flowing, and oceans evaporating causes every molecule of water on 
earth to make the complete trip once every two million years. The surface is 
carved into watersheds—a kind of familial branching, a chart of relationship, 
and a definition of place. The watershed is the first and last nation whose 
boundaries, though subtly shifting, are unarguable  

 
Gary Snyder, “Coming into the Watershed” 

 
 
 
The literary tributary of the “watershed” narrative has a deep history in the North 

American environmental canon, reaching back into First Nations’ oral narratives 

and extending to the present day. The idea of a specific “watershed aesthetic” and 

ethic, however, is a more recent development. Environmental writer Lawrence 

Buell notes in his influential study, Writing for an Endangered World (2001), that 

“we are in the midst of a renaissance of environmentally conscious watershed 

writing” (252). Indeed, he argues, “watershed” has “become the most popular 

defining gestalt in contemporary bioregionalism” (246). Water itself connects 

deeply in the human experience: it represents life itself for all flora and fauna. 

Water across spiritual traditions is sacramental: water cleanses, water purifies, 

water prepares us for rebirth. Our response to water is tactile, pleasurable, and 

aesthetic. Water carves and shapes the landscapes it traverses, as rivers, lakes, and 

seafront become “picturesque landscape definers,” breathtaking and sublime 

(Buell 246).   A watershed aesthetic reflects other pressing realities as well. 

Connected to community identity, political boundaries, national economies, and 

other fraught issues like water rights, a watershed is a powerful force over human 

existence. So complicated is any watershed that Buell combines terms to pinpoint 

its elusive, “luminous aesthetic-ethical-political-ecological image” (247). 

Watershed embraces all of these dimensions, which is why watershed writing 

“remains very much a work in progress,” a genre without clear definition (252). 
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The complexities of watershed space defy easy categorisation or generic narration. 

Still, the degradation of North American watersheds and the restoration efforts 

that have ensued have compelled environmental writers in Canada and the United 

States to place greater emphasis on rivers, the symbolic arteries of a living 

landscape. These writers demonstrate the wisdom behind Wallace Stegner’s 

memorable phrasing that we are all, in some way, “haunted by waters” (198). 

 

 

-Kootenay Lake (looking south)* 

  

Since Aldo Leopold’s publication of A Sand County Almanac in 1949, North 

American environmental writers, including Buell, have had to grapple with his 

concepts of “conservation esthetic” and “the land ethic.” Indeed, Part IV of the 

Almanac “has led to a substantial canon of interpretive works” (Rogers 51). 

Briefly, for Leopold, “esthetics” and “ethics” are complementary concerns. To 

“promote perception” means to delve into the interconnectedness of species and 

landscape, an imaginative synthesis that is creative to the core. Once one has 

heightened perception, one’s ethical relationship to a landscape necessarily 

deepens in a process Leopold calls “symbiosis” (202). A land ethic brings about 

“a kind of community instinct in-the-making,” a community that includes not just 

humans, but flora, fauna, rock, water, and other natural elements (203). Within 

this vision, watersheds are essential functions of the land. In often-quoted 

language that breathes a sense of urgency, even exasperation, Leopold directly 

addresses his readers: 
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 . . . quit thinking about decent land-use as solely an economic 

problem. Examine each question in terms of what is ethically and 

esthetically right, as well as what is economically expedient. A thing 

is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of 

the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise. (224-25) 

 

In the twentieth-first century, with organisations like U.S. Riverkeepers, Trout 

Unlimited, and American Rivers (not to mention a plethora of other like-minded 

environmental groups in Canada and the United States) working diligently to 

expose and correct the worst of human practices, the watershed dimension of the 

land ethic has come to the forefront. The talents of North America’s best 

environmental writers, including Wes Jackson, Wendall Berry, Barry Lopez, Ann 

Zwinger, John Janovy, Jr., Linda Hogan, and Sharon Butala, among many others, 

have been enlisted as well. Responding, either directly or indirectly, to Leopold’s 

challenge in “The Land Ethic” section of A Sand County Almanac, these 

organisations and writers posit a central question: How are we to position human 

interests and the “economically expedient” in light of our growing knowledge of 

larger ecological systems, particularly since both sides of the Leopoldian equation 

(the narrowly human and the expansively biotic) are dynamic, changing, and 

potentially destabilising? How are humans going to learn to coexist in nature with 

less interference and arrogance? 

 

In the western United States and Canada, where water availability is a critical 

problem, watershed writing addresses these urgent questions. Indeed, on both 

sides of the border, the use of water is so engineered that the phrase “natural 

watershed” appears oxymoronic. Both surface and ground water are subject to 

engineering—dams, agricultural canals, river channelisation, groundwater 

irrigation, municipal wells—that has redefined the landscape. The Commission 

for Environmental Cooperation, for instance, calls the larger Great Plains region 

“a culturally-molded ecosystem” (“Ecological Regions of North America”). One 

can make the same claim for the intermontane West of the United States and 

Canada. Moreover, “Canada has developed more water diversions than any other 

country in the world, primarily to generate hydroelectricity” (“The North 

American Mosaic”). Alarmingly, “[residents] of the United States and Canada are 
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the world’s largest consumers of water on a per capita basis . . . and demand is 

growing, especially in some very dry areas” (“The North American Mosaic”). The 

many engineering feats to control water in the North American West and to 

promote economic development have done nothing to change a basic fact of this 

landscape: aridity. As Wallace Stegner has written, in the West “[we] can’t create 

water or increase the supply. We can only hold back and redistribute what there 

is” (“Living Dry” 60). Citizens of both countries cannot rely solely on human 

ingenuity and technology to survive in the West; wise adaptation must follow suit. 

 

North of the 49th Parallel, a growing community of environmental writers across 

genres, including Sharon Butala, Laurie Ricou, Tim Lilburn, Sid Marty, and 

Robert Kroetsch, have focused their writings on landscape serving as “the 

geographical clasp” of continental watersheds: in western Canada, waters flow 

north to the Arctic Ocean, south to the Gulf of Mexico, and west to the Pacific 

Ocean (Gayton WM 82). Don Gayton, ecologist and essayist, is a foremost 

member of this group. Gayton has added his powerful voice to the call of both 

Leopold’s land ethic and Buell’s “watershed aesthetic,” inventing his own 

distinctive environmental narrative of the “landscape lesson.” In his essays, 

Gayton extends Leopold’s interest in collapsing what Tim B. Rogers has called 

“the troublesome binary between ‘nature’ and culture—a dichotomy that has 

plagued many efforts to develop coherent alternatives to our current ways of being 

in the world” (58). His landscape lessons are part of “a new, broader ethic of 

sustainability” (Rogers 67). With the publication of The Wheatgrass Mechanism 

(1990), Gayton has claimed position as one of North America’s foremost 

environmental essayists. His explorations of both the prairie and intermontane 

Canadian West express a profound concern with the politics and ethics of place. 

His nonfiction suggests one way that writers of degraded western landscapes can 

represent what Dan Flores has called “tangible ecologies of place,” illuminating 

both the human and natural dimensions at play in space, delving into the 

biological matrix of place, and “folding those ecologies into human history” 

(Flores 92).  Gayton has argued that the historical strata of place, conjoining 

natural and human history, bring us important “landscape lessons” (WM 42). 

Despite the “foggy and obscure” knowledge we might have of the former human 

and natural histories of a place, we must seek that knowledge in the landscape to 
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help us coexist better with our environment—or, in Gayton’s phrasing, “set the 

basic terms for human use of it” (WM 42). “Landscape” is a term Gayton chews 

over in a number of essays published between 1990 and 2006. In “The Mountain 

Electric” (1996), he reminds us that “the ‘scape’ in landscape means view, our 

view” (Landscapes 15). Too often humans use the word landscape 

metaphorically, in a self-serving manner—landscape as construct and 

arrangement. Gayton, however, echoing Leopold, suggests that landscape has its 

own integrity: “there is a subtle coherency and trueness to the way nature arranges 

its objects in space” (15). 

 

The bigger question, then, in Gayton’s writings has to do with human attempts to 

restore “trueness and coherency” after human activity has degraded the natural 

landscape. Moreover, contemporary humans must struggle against their own 

tendencies to construct static, interior, assembled landscapes stitched together 

from “shreds of ancient mythology, half-remembered Disney movies, romantic 

yearnings, cultural assumptions, primal landscapes and genetic anachronism” 

(Landscapes 62). Such self-serving pastiche may ultimately hold no relation to the 

landscapes humans inhabit. Even when human cultures embrace nature or one 

acknowledges “oneself as an extension of nature,” Gayton argues, humans “seem 

to have the capacity to destroy the environment that sustains them” (Landscapes 

134). In other words, “a sustainability ethic” guarantees nothing (Landscapes 

134). Gayton has recently commented that our rationalising habits—“[we] 

compartmentalize each challenge, assign a priority to it, develop a strategic plan 

for it, allocate resources and dollars to it, and then move on to the next item”—are 

interfering with our connection to landscape and the natural world (“Establishing 

a Landscape Connection” 8). Embracing “the quality of ‘nativeness,’” 

understanding and connecting to “genius loci,” will guide inhabitants of place 

toward repairing natural systems. Gayton concludes, “Once that critical bond is 

re-established, we can go on to engage the visceral logic of living sustainably 

within ecosystems, rather than in spite of them” (“Establishing a Landscape 

Connection” 9). He perceives that what “our view” of the land is—correct or 

not—determines our activities upon that land; thus calibrating human perceptions 

of the land through narrative landscape lessons takes on urgency in his writings.  
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Studying biodiversity is Gayton’s life’s work. His biological studies have taken 

him from the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan to the complex coastal and 

intermontane ecologies of British Columbia. Two of his books pivot around 

particular biomes, using a singular species—wheatgrass and the land-locked 

kokanee—as central metaphor and biological index. His earliest work, The 

Wheatgrass Mechanism, establishes Gayton’s modus operandi, his way of 

tackling complicated issues of restoration, human adaptation, and evolutionary 

history.  Starting with the humble wheatgrass, Gayton spirals inward to the 

microscopic structure of DNA, the deep structure of place, and circles outward to 

the complex interconnections of grass to the larger biome of landscape, all the 

flora and fauna. Wheatgrass becomes the cornerstone of Gayton’s “historical 

ecology” (25), an effort to understand the contact zone of land and humanity. First 

Nations people first migrated to the grasslands, leaving profound generational 

imprints on the land: medicine wheels, teepee rings, ancient kill sites, pictographs, 

and boulder effigies (WM 41-42). The grasslands provided the matrix of Native 

culture. Echoing fellow Saskatchewan writers Stegner and Butala, Gayton 

critiques the settlement culture that followed, “imperfectly tuned to their 

environment” (44). Unlike First Nations inhabitants, settlers perceived the land as 

malleable, usable, purely material. The ancient wheatgrass and the biome that 

sustained it have subsequently faced rupture and wholesale annihilation. What 

remains of the ancient landscape is now fragments, fragile islands upon which to 

build bioregional identity. For one generative impulse of Gayton’s landscape 

lessons is the desire for restoration. 

 

Understanding wheatgrass leads to greater knowledge of an entire ecosystem and 

the methods of healing that system. Gayton acknowledges the danger of this 

desire: “Preserving or restoring tiny scraps in scattered locations may ultimately 

reinforce the odyssey of loss” (105). Yet he cannot ignore the irony that grassland 

restoration has emanated out from urban centres like Chicago, Madison, 

Winnipeg, and Calgary, that desire for restored grasslands is so strongly felt in 

denuded cities. The descendants of settlers have also provoked interest in 

restoration efforts; farming and ranching on the Great Plains takes great, often 

underappreciated effort and success increasingly depends upon understanding the 

mechanisms of the biome, the interconnections of climate, geology, and biology. 
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The sustainability of human communities on the Canadian and American plains 

has links to grasslands restoration efforts. The individual conscience, the practice 

of a consistent landscape ethic, pricks at Gayton, too. He, like so many of us, 

knows the connection between consumer patterns and habits and “unsustainable 

[i.e. unethical] practices” that destroy the grasslands. At his worst, Gayton calls 

himself “an unfeeling urban runaway, an environmental street kid . . . [and] in this 

frame of mind, all the wealth of environmental information I receive means little” 

(145). Still, the “issue of earth bonding” connected to “a practical program” of 

change remains essential. A humble native grass becomes his entry point into a 

bioregion and into positing a land ethic, through landscape lessons, to protect the 

deep history of place and to root the human cultures of the plains back into this 

place. 

 

Most recently, Gayton has focused attention on the Kootenay bioregion embraced 

by the Rocky Mountains on the east and the Columbia Mountains on the west. 

Here he extends his interest in “storied” landscape, providing ecological context 

from scientific research, First Nations oral history, settlement imprints, and 

personal reflection. The confluence of stories focuses the “ecological moral tales” 

of place (Kokanee 62). Once again, the lesson provided reflects Gayton’s concern 

over the complexities of landscape restoration, an effort that conceivably will 

redeem both place and people living in that place, embracing ideas of aesthetics 

and ethics. Gayton argues for a bioregional ethic and establishment of a 

bioregional culture in the Kootenays. “Fundamental issues of place, social 

relation, and sustainability,” Gayton asserts, must be recast “in the form of new 

bioregional cultures” (84). In the reintegration of nature and culture—one 

definition of bioregionalism (Lindholt 244)—Gayton  proposes a “new phase of 

regional culture-building, encouraging us to speculate, research, and reinterpret” 

the landscape lessons of a complex, dynamic region in western Canada (89). As 

“literary activist,” Gayton joins a growing chorus of voices “helping to seed new 

‘ecocultures’ of peoples who know, love, and care for their lands” (Lindholt 247). 

He would concur with fellow Canadian writer, Laurie Ricou, who has observed 

that “[the] impetus behind regional allegiance is not property rights, but 

imaginative rights, the need of a community, expressed in story, to take care of 
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itself” (100). Such an impulse reveals a desire to reconnect to indigenous practices 

often ignored during settlement years.  

 

Yet much work remains before ecocultures can ever hope to take firm rooting in 

North America in the twenty-first century. As Max Oelschlaeger has bluntly 

written, “[nature] is not treated ethically” across the globe (339). Countering 

communities’ indifference or paralysis in the face of the enormous political will 

required to change human habits and economies—making a critical mass of 

individuals embrace a land ethic—remains an overwhelming mandate of 

Canadian and American environmental writers alike. Moreover, Gayton’s interest 

in lessons that are fundamentally ethical connects him to the deep tradition in 

environmental writing that has been examining for over a century the effects of 

headlong modern industrial culture—what Gayton calls settlement culture—on 

diverse landscapes.  Aldo Leopold argued in A Sand County Almanac that “land-

use ethics are still governed wholly by economic self-interest” (209); over fifty 

years later, Gayton perceives that same dominance, yet also sees glimmers of 

hope as ideas of biophilia (E. O. Wilson’s concept) and bioregionalism (argued 

most eloquently in Lawrence Buell’s books) become part of our cultural dialogue. 

Gayton’s vision in Kokanee affirms Leopold’s observation that “ethics are 

possibly a kind of community instinct in-the-making” (203). Put another way, 

Paul Lindholt observes that “[e]cologies and communities are two banks of the 

same stream” (247). In early 21st century Kootenay towns, Gayton perceives “the 

raw materials for a brash, earthy, and innovative Kootenay bioregional culture,” 

evidence that the community instinct in this part of Canada is beginning to bend to 

the idea of embracing region, indeed of loving region, Leopold’s land ethic in 

motion. The cultural shift Gayton sees at work in the Kootenays reflects the 

“evolutionary logic” that biologist E.O. Wilson outlines in his influential book In 

Search of Nature (1996). First one must recognise that “biodiversity is the 

Creation”; once the human mind can accept the decentering of humanity in the 

larger biological matrix, then one can acknowledge “other species are our kin” 

(176-77). Nature plays a part in our cultural constructions as well in Wilson’s 

logic: “the biodiversity of a country,” he argues, “is part of its national heritage” 

(177). Finally, Wilson insists, in a visionary moment, that “biodiversity is the 

frontier of the future” (178). The landscape lessons Gayton offers in over a 
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decade’s writing give dramatic life to Wilson’s (and others’) concepts of an 

environmental ethics and ethos. 

 

 

- Spawning kokanee 

 

 

Connecting nature to human spirit (part of the sub-title of his collection of essays, 

Landscapes of the Interior), Gayton has continued to explore his development of 

an environmental ethos that is bioregional at heart. Gayton’s move to Nelson, 

British Columbia gave him a new bioregion to explore, one that has its own 

unique deep history and landscape logic. The index species for his newest book is 

the eponymous redfish, Kokanee. In a book published concurrently with Gayton’s, 

entitled The Arbutus/Madrone Files: Reading the Pacific Northwest, writer Laurie 

Ricou eloquently explains, “the salmon story shapes a human story—and a fluid 

relationship to place” (109). Indeed, a mythic confluence takes shape, according 

to Ricou, in which “fish, river, and human run together” (111). Reflecting this 

watershed aesthetic, Gayton’s text develops along a similar line: kokanee define 

the Kootenay bioregion and the human connection to place. Watershed and land 

work inseparably, their biotic cycles in symbiosis. Indeed, for the first people, the 

Sinixt, kokanee provide an explanation of the Kootenay’s divided, isolated 

geography. Having stolen salmon from the people of the Dalles, Coyote left the 

lower Columbia River and began a journey to the interior. Along the way, Coyote 

stopped from village to village, asking the local people to exchange a little sex 

with their women for some fish. If villagers refused his bargain, Coyote would 
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rage “and smash his walking stick against the river bank, making a cliff . . . so the 

local people upstream would never taste his salmon” (29). When he reached the 

Sinixt, they too refused his proposition, and in anger Coyote “created the falls to 

stop the salmon, but he also left a crude reminder of his power, a kind of obscene 

gesture, in the form of Coyote Rock” (29). The Sinixt story provides “an alternate 

explanation” for the sockeye’s absence in the Kootenay and for the appearance of 

the kokanee (29).  

 

For the indigenous peoples of the interior, kokanee helped organise the cycle of a 

year’s work—what Gayton calls “a series of complex seasonal and elevational 

movements through the Kootenays to harvest fish, deer, mountain sheep, berries, 

and other staples” (30). Artifacts 3200 years old attest to the deep connection 

between the Sinixt and the watershed. Harvesting required tools—“river weirs, J-

shaped wicker baskets [ . . . ], twisted-bark fish lines with baited wooden hooks, 

and spears” (30). Spawning fish drew the Sinixt people to various prime locations 

along the rivers. The turning of the sumac leaves in the fall matched the redfish 

themselves, signaling the return of the spawners. Through “the matrix of oral 

stories,” the Sinixt shared their intimate understanding of the mountains and 

rivers, of annual cycles and returns, with future generations. Such stories, in 

Gayton’s mind, demonstrate “how regional nature is built right into a cultural 

identity” (32). Settler culture, in contrast, has found itself bereft of such binding 

stories, depending instead on quantitative knowledge that “studiously avoids 

symbolism and spirituality” (31). Like many post-settlement writers of the North 

American West, Gayton bends to the accumulated wisdom archived in First 

Nations’ oral stories, a critical database of sapience. 

 

Qualitative data complement scientific inquiry in Gayton’s essays. As a scientist, 

Gayton himself has added to the quantitative knowledge of the Kootenays (among 

other bioregions in Canada). He presents as well the scientific narrative of the 

Kootenays, a narrative of great lava flows and massive glaciation, a geologic tale 

of uplift and carving. The Wisconsonian Ice Age produced enormous, “swelled” 

glacial lakes in this region, Glacial Lakes Columbia, Missoula, and Kutenai (16). 

Bit by bit, the ice sheets from this final ice age retreated, leaving behind massive 

lakes. Glacial Lake Kutenai was a “seminal event in the life of the kokanee,” for 
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sockeye salmon and other migrating saltwater fish journeyed upstream from the 

Pacific to spawn (18). Eventually even Glacial Lake Kutenai shrank, and by 9500 

BP (Before Present) other barrier land forms, Coyote Rock and Upper and Lower 

Bonnington Falls, reappeared, blocking the continuous connection from lake to 

ocean that the sockeye’s reproductive cycle depended upon. Stranded sockeye 

transformed themselves from anadromous fish to freshwater salmon, “becoming 

kukenai, the redfish, Oncorhynchus nerka, the salmon of the mountains, the 

kokanee” (19).    

 

In the scientific story, like the indigenous peoples’ story, the Columbia River’s 

“massive” watershed dominates (23). Two rivers take opposite paths through this 

geography, the southward flowing Kootenay River and the northward flowing 

Columbia, “each hugging the west slope of the Rockies,” Gayton explains, “and 

each responding to that small but significant difference of slope and gravity at 

Canal Flats” that marks their divide (25). Gayton defines their movement in terms 

of relationship, “sister” rivers that “start close to each other,” then “fly off in 

exactly opposite tangents”; yet, at the 500 kilometres separation, at their farthest 

point, the sisters “reconsider . . . [doubling] back on themselves” until they 

“finally join and acknowledge the westward pull of salt water” (26). Within this 

grand and kinetic history, “[c]ontained within the massive forces of mountain 

geology, small but significant acts of biology can occur that permanently change 

the shape and meaning of a place” (16). Yet the scientific narrative alone cannot 

provide the kind of mythology necessary to “help give us a better sense of this 

Kootenay region that we share” (33). To embrace the bioregional identity of the 

Kootenay, one must acknowledge layers of stories, bridging the Sinixt cosmogony 

to the scientific narratives of the European implants. One must, as Ricou has put 

it, claim “the imaginative rights” of the Kootenay through the complex of stories 

over time and across cultures. The colonial culture, though, makes such 

imaginative bridging a complicated, fraught effort. Indeed, colonial history has 

promoted “the framing of the river as a frontier, as an artery for trade, as a 

provider of rich alluvial land and as a resource to be dammed for power and 

irrigation” and “have created a perception of particular ‘stakes’ whilst excluding 

others” (Hillman 33).  
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-Lower Bonnington Dam, 1999 

 

 

The last century of economic exploitation in the Kootenays compresses a litany of 

human assaults on the landscape—a history, in Gayton’s words, of “smash and 

grab.” The Kootenays have witnessed a brutal succession of beaver trappers, gold, 

silver, and coal miners, railroad builders, cattle ranchers, loggers, and dam 

engineers. The 1860 gold strike on Wild Horse Creek brought thousands of people 

to the region. The mine tailings, dam diversions, hydraulic sluicing, and other 

operations disrupted streambeds and ruined spawning channels (35). When the 

railroad arrived in 1898, coal mining commenced and then “a flurry of lead, zinc, 

and silver mining activity” (36). The environmental degradation of the watershed 

worsened. More dams were built, ore processing effluents dumped into Kootenay 

Lake, and entire mountainsides logged and denuded. Logging has been 

particularly pernicious, for floating logs downstream, a common practice in the 

early days of logging, left streambeds scoured, without “the gravel beds so vital to 

kokanee and other fish” (38).  The industrialisation of the Kootenays through 

mining and foresting became a permanent, if economically unstable, feature of the 

interior. Agriculture brought further changes, if, in Gayton’s opinion, “fairly 

benign” (37). But the aftermath of damming rivers has created “places of 

biological holocaust” (43). From 1898 to 1984, dam structures have disturbed the 

entire Columbia River watershed. Gayton laments, “Our dams are a kind of 
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concrete antithesis of the kokanee, carrying both real and symbolic significance” 

(42); dams proclaim  

 

our mastery over nature, the power of the engineer and his 

technologies, the imperial nature of governments and utilities, the 

ascendancy of consumer needs, and the absolute conviction that 

natural systems like rivers can be gutted, turned inside out, and then 

re-engineered to human specifications. Of the many human arrogances 

that dams have come to symbolize, this last one is perhaps the most 

catastrophic. (42) 

 

Hatcheries have not been able to counter the powerful, biome-altering 

consequences of dams. The effects on the Sinixt and other salmon peoples have 

been devastating, but the extractive cultures have faced repercussions as well. The 

psychic damage from economic volatility, pollution, wholesale loss of towns to 

reservoirs, and the ugliness of utility cannot be accurately measured. All of these 

industries have put the kokanee in a chokehold. The alterations to land and water 

have been so irrevocable that to leave nature well enough alone may impair 

healing: after decades of human tampering, decades more of careful intervention 

may be necessary, Gayton argues (62).  

 

Gayton’s own father, Don Sr., was himself an engineer, an unwitting participant 

in the “smash and grab” of the American and Canadian West. At the end of the 

“Smash and Grab” chapter, Gayton notes that his father gained critical distance 

from river-affecting industry later in life. In response to effluent pollution from a 

pulp-mill into his fishing waters in northern California, Don Sr. spits out, to his 

son’s surprise, “You’re damn right, it’s a terrible thing, and whenever anyone 

makes any noise about it, LP [Louisiana Pacific] just threatens to close down the 

mill and put people out of work” (44). Such personal notes grace the narrative of 

Kokanee. While deftly ranging over the multiple contexts of place, Gayton 

grounds all in the intimate portrait of the author, his work, his family, and his 

community; his own biophilia centres the text.  Importantly, Gayton begins his 

tale of the kokanee with a personal, intergenerational fishing story. The small, 

intimate story organises the deeper woof and weave of the kokanee’s landscape 
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lesson.  Don Sr. travels to Nelson for one of his final fishing trips with his now 

middle-aged son. Once a man who moved his family “in search of better fishing 

grounds,” Gayton’s father had hoped for “one more nostalgic salmon expedition” 

(9). Instead, he settles for “landlocked” Nelson and its city wharf, “sandwiched 

unromantically between the hotel and the airstrip” (10). During his father’s 

lifetime, salmon fishing has diminished noticeably, a change that has left the old 

man in rage. When he catches a fifteen-inch-long kokanee off the wharf, Gayton 

cannot help but notice the difference; though “a healthy length for a mature 

kokanee,” it was “smaller than its coastal doppelganger, the sockeye” (11). 

Ironically, Don Sr. spent his life as “part of that boundlessly energetic postwar 

generation for whom the reshaping of the earth with technology was not only a 

right, but a sacred duty” (11). Don Sr. had worked as a labourer on the Grand 

Coulee dam, a project Gayton equates to “a stake driven through the heart of the 

world’s greatest salmon river” (11-12). The paradox of the father’s contradictory 

passions—fishing and dam building—gains poignancy during this late, perhaps 

final, fishing trip. The old man’s diminishment—sitting on a “garish” aluminium 

lawn chair at the dock—conflates with the greater Columbia River watershed’s 

diminishment. Son and father are connected through the kokanee, feeling “the 

curious power in this wild creature,” yet the kokanee, like so much that is wild, 

projects “a symbolic power” that “is in decline” (12). 

 

 

 -Sport fishing for kokanee 
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Don Sr.’s presence in the narrative prepares for the later chapters. In “A Chronicle 

of Interference,” Gayton presents the complicated history of human meddling at 

Kootenay Lake, an interference that hoped to improve recreational fishing but 

nearly brought the kokanee to the brink. The “pre-industrial Kootenay river and 

lake system had a certain natural input,” Gayton explains, of phosphorous, “the 

crucial element for living organisms” (58). From mining days forward to hydro-

electric and flood-control dam projects, the Kootenay watershed has faced 

“streambed modification, nutrient depletion [and] dam-induced water 

fluctuations” (70). When natural fish populations declined, the Canadian 

government supported fisheries. With fishing come jobs: “charter, tackle, 

moorage, food, and accommodation businesses” (57). Add to this complex story a 

moment in 1949 when the B.C. Game Commission’s representative, Peter Larkin, 

came up with a solution to enhance trout fishing at Kootenay Lake: to introduce a 

tiny crustacean found in Alberta lakes, the Mysis or opossum shrimp. A few years 

hence, in 1953, a fertiliser plant began production in Kimberley, B.C. The plant 

dumped phosphorous-rich waste water into the Saint Mary’s River and on into the 

Kootenay river system. “This concentrated pulse of phosphorous,” Gayton 

explains, “acted like an ecological steroid” (54). Kokanee grew enormous, 

delighting fishing enthusiasts, but so too did the Mysis population. Unbeknownst 

to scientists, neither the trout nor the kokanee consumed Mysis. But Mysis 

consumed a food vital to them, the microscopic Daphnia: “The normal algae to 

Daphnia to kokanee to rainbow food chain was being disrupted by what the 

biologists dubbed ‘the Mysis shunt,’ which was algae to Daphnia to Mysis, 

period” (55).  Add a drone dam in 1964, the Duncan, and a subsequent fish kill in 

the millions, and the entire system was wobbling. The fertiliser plant closed down 

in 1987, shutting down the phosphorous party. The kokanee, “the symbol, the 

fundamental ur-creature of this region, the totem” teetered, and human concern, 

not just for businesses contingent upon fisheries but for the species itself, 

demanded a response (80). The latest intervention, lake fertilisation, appears to be 

working, and local communities have collectively breathed a sigh of relief. 
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 -Adding phosphorous for Kokanee fishery, 1996 

 

Preserving the kokanee is Gayton’s central moral tale, for this species is a key to 

the entire bioregion. In his final chapters “Home Water,” “Fishing,” and 

“Bioregion,” Gayton sees an ethical transformation at work in the Kootenays: 

“People of this region have moved from colonial indifference through industrial 

devastation to, finally, an actual relationship with these fish” (72). Moreover, 

Gayton perceives other transformative insights. The watershed itself connects the 

Kootenays northward to Alaska, and southward to the Gulf of Mexico through “a 

larger matrix of sinuous biological threads” (73). Migrations of fish and fowl 

provide lessons on “ecological linkages” that “spin outward, anastomose, and 

densify across the known landscape” (73). The kokanee connects Gayton and like-

minded members of his community to “a deeper meaning”: “As I learn about the 

kokanee, somehow I am better able to understand the cycle of life, the meaning of 

family, the pull of home” (80). Perhaps the most significant landscape lesson is 

that of humility, for “[n]o part of this ecosystem needs us to function,” he asserts 

(83). Insignificance in the face of sufficiency “is a new and healthy sentiment” 

(83). From a history that ignored ecosystem to the present moment of “inclusive 

ecology,” Gayton addresses a quantum leap in understanding and attendant self 

knowledge (83). Science and art, he insists, along with “respect for First Nations 

knowledge,” are necessary in a new consciousness that “can move us forward into 

a dynamic empathy with the regional landscape” (80). Increasingly, notions of 

bioregionalism filter into Kootenay governance as “foresters, miners, ranchers  . . 
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. guide-outfitters . . . park advocates, environmentalists, small business people, 

fishers, and trappers” collaborate on the Kootenay-Boundary Land Plan (87). In 

1998, these groups reached consensus and unprecedented accord. Gayton’s 

landscape lessons end at this moment of beginning, of restoration.  

 

In this way, Gayton confirms the experience of another northwestern writer, 

William Kittredge, who argues, “we cannot live without connection, both psychic 

and physical” (164). The story of the redfish, kokanee, and its unique landscape of 

origin rallies all of Gayton’s concerns—familial, bioregional, spiritual—into a 

fierce advocacy and love of place. Lawrence Buell has noted that 

“[environmental] texts  . . . practice restorationism by calling places into being, 

that is not just be naming objects but by dramatising in the process how they 

matter” (267).  Such bending concern is ethical at heart. From The Wheatgrass 

Mechanism to Kokanee, Gayton’s narrative blueprints for restoration rooted in 

bioregionalism and a land ethic have served this advocacy. Like Leopold, Gayton 

cannot separate the human from the natural, for “‘nature’ becomes an exceedingly 

complex concept that is, at the same time, undeniably social and natural” (Rogers 

60). The “sociality” of place requires, then, an ethical relationship to it, just as 

human-to-human relationship generates moral concern. From the start of his 

narrative, Gayton uses the metaphor of “tangle” to present the various levels of 

connectedness that bring about changed perception and acceptance of one’s 

ethical relationship to place. One is tangled in familial relationships, the 

conservative father and the “hippy” son, now middle-aged with a son of his own. 

One is tangled in place, and the place itself, the Kootenay bioregion, is “a 

complex ecological tangle, as well as a human one” (86). One is part of the 

kokanee, “a clean and dignified and rooted part” (89), and one shares with the fish 

and its home watershed a destiny, an “entangled” future. Messy, uncertain, 

“unpredictable, and problematic” humanity must merge with place if what 

Leopold called “the beauty of the biotic community” is to survive (Sand County 

83). Gayton’s tangle leads not to confusion but to moral clarity. The rich matrix of 

the tangle connects the kokanee to a land ethic and an aesthetic that privileges the 

watershed’s “unarguable” integrity. In Gayton’s words, 
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Humans do not have dominion over beasts of the field and fishes of 

the sea, that much I believe. On the other hand, I don’t revere nature 

over humanity. I do believe that organisms and ecosystems, like that 

silver-sided kokanee, have an inherent right to existence . . . The grand 

experiment for us is whether we can grant and respect those multiple 

rights of nature’s existence, a kind of ecological charter of rights, if 

you will. If we can somehow do that, then we will have the diverse 

regional parts of this big blue marble as a permanent stage on which to 

play out our mostly tawdry—but occasionally splendid—human 

dramas. (13) 

A significant renaissance of Canadian environmental writing is underway. 

Drawing from indigenous writings and oral tales, scientific studies, and political 

and economic history, Canadian writers like Gayton are helping to define a larger 

North American environmental consciousness. While political and cultural 

boundaries remain distinctive—and U.S. hegemony a continual, over-reaching 

presence—the shared landscape makes environmental damage a multi-national 

responsibility. The ecological biomes that define regions of North America 

existed before political boundaries were drawn and quartered on the continent. 

Indigenous perceptions and practices, intimately tied to natural cycles, pre-dated 

European settlement by thousands of years. The relatively recent re-engineering of 

North American lands to serve an industrial, technologically-driven economy has 

altered the West irrevocably. Speaking from her southwestern Saskatchewan 

ranch, Sharon Butala notes, “Such is the fragility of this landscape that even today 

a practiced eye can spot land that was broken as long as seventy or more years ago 

and then allowed to go back to Nature; nobody knows if it will ever return to its 

original condition” (Perfection 50). Returning to ways that respect the conditions 

of place is an urgent call in North American environmental writing, yet our very 

ways of living on this continent make such a return elusive. “[We] are supposed to 

converge around a single, worldwide commercial culture,” Gayton laments, 

“where goods and services are harmonised to eliminate local variation. Labour, 

capital, and products are predestined to settle into a seamless flow from one 

anonymous market area to another, reacting only to supply, demand, and profit” 

(Kokanee 84). Resistance to homogenised globalisation is a difficult but necessary 
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cultural process, in Gayton’s opinion. A watershed aesthetic, embedded in a land 

ethic, is one way Gayton and his peers have framed the crucial issues of 

sustainability, restoration, and bioregionalism. The entanglements of water, the 

“familial branching” to use Gary Snyder’s rich metaphor, can guide North 

American communities toward a wiser emplacement in the future, a higher quality 

of existence, and a corrected sense of ethical ties.  

 

 

 -Dead Spawners 
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* Thanks to Art Stock for use of his photographs from the text of Kokanee. All 
photos copyright Art Stock. 
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